Data taken with ten Cosmic Ray Tracking (CRT) detectors and the HE-GRA air-shower array on La Palma, Canary Islands, have been analysed to investigate changes of the cosmic-ray mass composition at the 'knee' of the cosmic-ray flux spectrum near 10 15 eV energy. The analysis is based on the angular distributions of particles in air showers. HEGRA data provided the shower size, direction, and core position and CRT data the particle track information. It is shown that the angular distribution of muons in air showers is sensitive to the composition over a wide range of shower sizes and, thus, primary cosmic-ray energies with little systematic uncertainties. Results can be easily expressed in terms of ln A of primary cosmic rays. In the lower part of the energy range covered, we have considerable overlap with direct composition measurements by the JACEE collaboration and find compatible results in the observed rise of ln A . Above about 10 15 eV energy we find no or at most a slow further rise of ln A . Simple cosmic-ray composition models are presented which are fully consistent with our results as well as the JACEE flux and composition measurements and the flux measurements of the Tibet ASγ collaboration. Minimal three-parameter composition models defined by the same power-law slope of all elements below the knee and a common change in slope at a fixed rigidity are inconsistent with these data.
Introduction
Cosmic rays from outside the solar system show a smooth flux spectrum and are almost entirely made up of protons and fully ionized nuclei. Except for spallation products, the fluxes of all nuclei follow essentially the same E −2.7 power-law in the GeV to TeV energy range, where the primaries can be identified by direct measurements in space-or balloon-borne experiments. Only at higher energies the overall cosmic-ray flux spectrum shows two distinct features near 10 15 and 10 18.5 eV, as determined by indirect ground-based experiments. Near 10 15 eV (the knee) the spectrums steepens to about E −3.0 and seems to become flatter again between 10 18 and 10 19 eV (the ankle).
Despite lack of direct evidence, there is general consensus that the majority of cosmic rays in the energy range up to the knee should be accelerated at the shock waves of supernova remnants (SNR). For reviews of shock acceleration see [1] and [2] . Cosmic rays diffuse out of the Galaxy on a timescale of 10 7 years and less. SNR can easily provide enough power to refurbish the cosmic rays. Stochastic shock acceleration models and a transformation of source spectra due to an energy-dependent diffusion coefficient can explain the observed powerlaw spectrum up to 10 14 eV or perhaps even 10 15 eV. In contrast, there are no generally accepted source models for the ultra-high energy (UHE) cosmic rays above 10 15 eV. Unfortunately, the cosmic-ray flux at the knee and higher energies is too small for direct composition measurements. Therefore, little is known about the composition in the UHE range. Several results from ground-based air-shower experiments indicate that the average mass rises near the knee but also evidence for little change or even the opposite effect has been presented (for recent reviews see for example [3, 4, 5] ).
In recent years, several large air-shower experiments have been supplemented by additional detector types which enable them to measure composition-sensitive quantities on a statistical basis (not on an event-by-event basis) and compare these to expected values from shower simulations. In general the methods are based on different ratios of the numbers of muons to the numbers of electrons or on the different longitudinal development of showers initiated by different primaries. For such methods both the accuracy of the shower simulations and of the understanding of detector effects (and how well they can be included in the simulations) is important. This also applies to experiments attempting an identification of primaries on an event-by-event basis.
Results presented in this paper are based on a statistical method making use of the angular distributions of particles in air showers. The method has been described in detail in [6] . Its major advantages are small systematic errors because detector effects are understood very well and because shower simulations with different interaction codes give very similar results. There is also sufficient overlap in energy with direct measurements to check for any systematic errors.
The analysis is mainly based on the angular projections of shower particles in a reference frame defined by the positions of the respective tracking detector and the shower core position. The radial plane is defined here as a vertical plane passing through detector and core positions, and the tangential plane as a vertical plane perpendicular to the radial plane. The radial (tangential) angle is the angle between the shower and the track projected onto the radial (tangential) plane (see figure 1 ). Except for vertical showers, the shower axis is, in general, not exactly in the radial and tangential planes. Since the analysis was restricted to showers with zenith angles of less than 30 degrees, this definition is essentially equivalent shower axis -radial angle track CRT detector shower core Figure 1 : Radial angles are defined as the angles between shower axis and particle track in the projection into a vertical plane through the core and the CRT detector location. Note that particle coming from the shower axis have, in the definition of this work, a negative radial angle.
to one where radial and tangential planes are parallel to the shower axis instead of to the vertical (see [6] ).
The measured average radial angles are closely related to the average longitudinal shower development, with earlier development (heavier nuclei) corresponding to radial angles closer to zero. Most muons are produced near the shower axis and are rarely deflected by more than a few tenths of a degree due to multiple scattering and the geomagnetic field. Thus, muon radial angles can, in principle, be transformed into muon production heights for any given core distance. Since statistical and systematic errors are much easier to understand directly in terms of measured angles, no such transformation is used here. Radial angle distributions are used as a measure of the average longitudinal shower development while tangential angles give a measure of our angular resolution (since the experimental resolution substantially exceeds the intrinsic scatter).
Experimental setup and data handling
The Cosmic Ray Tracking (CRT) project had the initial goal to build a large airshower array with tracking detectors [7] . Compared to scintillator arrays, such an array of tracking devices would promise a lower threshold energy [8] and good angular resolution even for small shower sizes. To search for gamma-ray sources, a substantial reduction of the hadronic background by a very clean muon identification was one of the design goals.
The detectors which emerged out of the CRT project consist of two 2.5 m 2 circular drift chambers of the TPC (time projection chamber) type on top of each other, and a 10 cm thick iron plate as a muon filter between both chambers [9] . Each chamber has six readout wires with charge-division and segmented cathode strips for fully three-dimensional track reconstruction in each chamber. The whole detector is in a gas-tight container filled with an argon-methane gas mixture.
Readout is performed through a 40 MHz FADC system into a local computer system next to each CRT detector. Tasks performed by these computers include detector control and monitoring but also online track reconstruction and calibration. Ten prototype detectors were installed and operated at the site of the HEGRA air-shower experiment [10, 11] at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory on La Palma, Canary Islands for about three years (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) . The primary goal of this installation was to test this new type of cosmic-ray detectors which met all anticipated design goals. These goals included an angular resolution of 0.4 • , a muon-electron discrimination better than 10 −3 , and robustness at mountain altitude conditions [12] . In conjunction with the HEGRA array, the investigation of the cosmic-ray mass composition has been the major scientific application of this installation.
The HEGRA experiment [10, 11] is a multi-component air-shower installation with a detector array and an independent Cherenkov telescope system. During the time when the data presented here were taken, the detector array consisted of 221 scintillator stations of 1 m 2 area each (see figure 2) , 49 open photomultipliers with light cones measuring Cherenkov light (AIROBICC), and 17 detectors of 16 m 2 area each with six layers of Geiger tubes. Array data covering part of the time when CRT detectors were operated with array trigger have been kindly provided by the HEGRA collaboration. For the independent HEGRA analysis methods and results see [11] and references therein. For the analysis presented here, only data from the scintillator array have been combined with the CRT data. Data from the other HEGRA array components have not been used because these components were in operation only during a small part of the time when the CRT detectors were operated with HEGRA triggers and there are not enough combined data available at energies above about 10 15 eV.
For some of the detector tests and for the composition studies, the array of CRT detectors was triggered by the HEGRA array and event numbers were synchronized by the central CRT electronics system. For the detector tests it was desirable to have many CRT detectors in a rather small area while for the composition studies a better configuration has detectors distributed over a larger area. As a compromise, two CRT detectors were installed outside of the HEGRA array on two existing helicopter ports (see figure 2 ). With this configuration it was possible to measure shower particles at core distances up to 300 m. For about half of the time covered in the analysis all ten CRT detectors were triggered by HEGRA. During the rest of the time the eight detectors inside the HEGRA array were op- erated independently of HEGRA for detector tests while the two on the helicopter ports were taking data with HEGRA triggers. The HEGRA and CRT arrays were only loosely coupled, i.e. triggers, run and event numbers, and Rubidium clock information was exchanged but data were recorded separately. Initially, the CRT detectors recorded partially processed hit data (pulse areas and drift times). The track reconstruction and calibration for these data were done offline. After the relevant algorithms had been checked [12] the complete reconstruction and calibration was done online by the computers at the CRT detectors. For the HEGRA scintillator array, the ADC and TDC data for all triggered stations were recorded. Shower reconstruction, i.e. reconstruction of the arrival direction, the position of the shower core, and the shower size, was done offline. HEGRA data were made available after this data reduction and merged with the corresponding CRT data. The available amount of data for this analysis corresponds to a total life time of 42 days, scattered over a period of about one and a half years.
Simulations
In extensive air showers where particles are observed after several interaction lengths of the particle cascade, any quantitative interpretation of data requires comparison with simulations of physical processes in the showers as well as in the detectors. Shower simulations are based on the CORSIKA [13] program in versions 4.068 and 4.50. Simulations with different interaction models were used to obtain an estimate of systematic errors due to differences in interaction models. As the more sophisticated and, therefore, presumably more accurate model we used the CORSIKA option with VENUS [14] above 80 GeV energy and GHEI-SHA [15] at lower energies. Completely different interaction models are provided by the DPM (dual parton model inspired) and the Isobar interaction models above and below 80 GeV, respectively. For some of the simulations, the showers were fully simulated, including the electromagnetic subshowers. All simulations were done for the HEGRA site on La Palma.
As far as the comparison with muon angular distributions are concerned, it turned out that for showers well above the HEGRA trigger threshold it is sufficient to take the shower sizes from the summed analytical estimates of the electromagnetic subshowers. Without full simulation of the electromagnetic part a much larger number of showers could be simulated without exceeding manageable amounts of disk and tape storage. In total about 30000 proton and about 15000 iron showers have been simulated, most of them in the energy range from 20 TeV to 10 PeV for protons and from 40 TeV to 20 PeV for iron. Some simulations extend down to lower energies. The zenith angles of simulated showers extend up to 32 • .
Simulations have also been done for showers initiated by helium, nitrogen (representing the CNO group), and magnesium nuclei (representing Ne to S) in order to evaluate realistic mixed compositions like those measured by JACEE up to a few hundred TeV [16, 17] . All simulations were done with an E −1.7 differential flux spectrum and appropriate event weights (e.g. ∝E −1 ) were applied to match a desired flux spectrum.
Shower simulations are followed by simulations of tracking detectors and the array. The simulation of the tracking detectors is quite detailed in the case of muons where multiple scattering and energy loss in the iron plate and their consequences on the detection efficiency and the reconstructed track angles are fully taken into account. Other efficiencies, like those of the identification of electrons, gammas, protons, or pions as either electron tracks (in the upper drift chamber only) or muons (pairs of isolated tracks in both chambers matching in angle to better than 2.5 • in both projections) and the relevant angular resolutions were parametrized on the basis of detailed detector simulations with the GEANT [18] package.
The array simulation used is relatively simple and, thus, applied only at shower sizes where HEGRA is fully efficient for showers with cores inside the array. Detailed simulations show that this is the case for shower sizes N e above 15000. For sizes between 10000 and 15000 HEGRA should be already 95% efficient.
Because the HEGRA scintillation counters are covered by 5 mm of lead, the measured shower sizes N h do not represent the numbers of charged particles above the lead but below. A fit to Monte Carlo simulations [19] shows that, on average, a relation N h /N e = (1.7 ± 0.2) (N e /10000) −0.14±0.04
(1)
holds at least in the range 5 × 10 3 < N h < 10 6 . This is independently confirmed by comparing the experimental relation between the number of fired scintillation counters and the reconstructed N h with the simulated relation between the number of scintillation counters and the N e number given by CORSIKA. The statistical accuracy of N h reconstruction is also obtained from simulations [20] and is included as an additional source of shower size fluctuations. The angular resolution and the accuracy of the core location are parametrized as functions of HEGRA shower size and zenith angle. The resolutions of shower size and core location are taken from detailed array simulations [19, 20] . Their roles are relatively uncritical for the analysis presented in the following section. For the array angular resolution see also the next section.
After folding in the HEGRA angular, core, and size resolutions, the same cuts as to measured data were applied and all tracks were filled in histograms of identical bin sizes as with the measured data. Each track was given a weight corresponding to the probability that a particle (muon, electron, proton, pion, etc.) would be identified as a muon times the event weight which corrects from the E −1.7 differential spectrum of simulated showers to the assumed actual spectrum with or without a knee.
Analysis
The tangential angles of muons have a very narrow intrinsic distribution (see [6] ) and are used to derive the combined angular resolution of CRT tracks and HEGRA showers as functions of shower size, zenith angle and core distance. The HEGRA angular resolution assumed in the simulations was chosen such that the measured width of the tangential angle distribution was reproduced in all cases.
The radial angles of muons but also of electrons are related to the longitudinal shower development and are sensitive to the composition. With the 25 m 2 total area of the ten CRT detectors there is rarely more than one muon and only a few electrons recorded in a typical event, and statements on an event-by-event basis are not possible. Therefore, this analysis is based on the inclusive radial angle distributions and their comparison with simulations. In particular, we use the median radial angle as a function of core distance in different intervals of the shower size.
The shower parameters, i.e. core position, reconstructed size N h , and direction are obtained from the HEGRA shower reconstruction [19, 21] . For about 10% of the data both the scintillator array and the AIROBICC array of open Cherenkov counters was operational. For this part of the data, the shower direction is available separately from both arrays. It turned out that median radial angles of muon tracks with respect the AIROBICC shower direction follow the same curve (as a function of core distance) for all CRT detectors. With respect to the scintillator array, shower direction deviations of up to a few tenths of a degree became apparent, in particular for core positions near the edge of the array. This seems to be due to the fact that the particles in the shower are much more concentrated near the shower axis than the Cherenkov light and the scintillator array is thus more sensitive to errors in cable delay calibrations. To correct for that effect after the shower reconstruction, a correction depending on the core position was applied to scintillator array shower directions. The amount of this correction is just the average difference between shower directions from scintillator array and AIROBICC and is slightly different for data from different periods. By applying the correction we could take advantage of the smaller systematic errors of the AIROBICC shower direction but preserve the ten-fold larger statistics of the scintillator data.
Another calibration aspect which has been very carefully checked is that of the alignment of the CRT detectors. Their alignment with respect to the vertical direction was once measured with a large level mounted on top of the detector containers. Tolerances of the drift chambers inside the containers are of the order of 1 mm on a 2 m radius. All containers were measured before assembly. Changes of the alignment were monitored with built-in clinometers with 0.01 • resolution and no changes were found over a two-year period. For the detectors inside the HEGRA array independent measurements of the alignment were obtained from the average angles between tracks and showers for shower cores near (e.g. less than 30 m from) each CRT detector. Both calibrations agree with a r.m.s. scatter of 0.12 • and mean differences consistent with 0 • ±0.05 • .
For the two detectors outside of the array the alignment was checked by triggering them with vertical muons. A purpose-built device with two 5 cm diameter scintillators and photomultipliers in a one meter long tube was mounted and vertically aligned on top of the detectors at the experimental site. Good agreement was also found in that case. Errors in the alignment with respect to the HEGRA zenith direction are estimated to be 0.05 • for the detectors inside the HEGRA array and 0.10 • for the two detectors outside. Calibration of the azimuthal alignment of CRT detectors with respect to HEGRA is based on the fact that the measured distribution of tangential angles has to be symmetric and centered at zero. This calibration is accurate to 0.02 • . Figure 3 shows histograms of muon radial angles for different core distance intervals. Because the distributions have long tails towards large negative radial angles (in the definition used throughout this work, see figure 1 ), their median values have smaller relative statistical errors than their mean values -opposite to a Gaussian where the median is π/2 times worse than the mean. For the comparison with simulations, the median values are also more robust against non-Gaussian tails of the assumed HEGRA angular resolution function and the small fraction of non-shower muons. The statistical errors of the measured median values are derived as a given fraction of the r.m.s. deviation of radial angles. The appropriate fraction is taken from simulations given the expected shapes of the distributions. Although the central limit theorem applies to these medians, it should be kept in mind that probability distributions of the medians are not Gaussian for very small numbers of muons (but still better than distributions of the mean). However, this plays only a role in the largest shower size intervals at large core distances.
Results
Resulting measurements of median muon radial angles in 10 m core distance bins and for six different intervals of shower sizes are shown in figure 4 . Energies corresponding to these ranges are summarized in table 1. At shower sizes below about 10 5 which overlap with direct measurements we find very good agreement with the corresponding simulations. Note that for large shower sizes the CRT detectors cannot reconstruct muons near the shower core, mainly because the readout electronics is saturated by the signals of many particles [12] .
Neglecting non-Gaussian tails of the median angles, a measure of the cosmicray mass composition can be obtained from the average position of measured data between proton and iron simulations:
where α i is the measured median muon radial angle in core distance interval i and α i,p and α i,Fe are from simulation for pure protons and pure iron nuclei, respectively. The weights w i take the statistical accuracy of measured data into Least squares fits of Λ times the iron curve plus (1 − Λ) times the proton curve to the data are equivalent to equation 2. Due to the non-Gaussian tails in case of poor statistics, more appropriate maximum-likelihood (ML) fits with Λ as the only free parameter were actually used. For the ML fits a set of parametrized likelihood functions was obtained from a range of simulated angular distributions like those shown in figure 5 . For that purpose, n radial angles (5 < n < 1000) were randomly selected many times from the simulations. Histograms of the corresponding median radial angles were stored (one histogram for each core distance interval, each n, and each element or element mixture). In a second step a suitable parametrisation was fitted to these histograms and used for the actual ML fits as a third step. The parametrisation takes into account that, for small n, the distributions of medians are, for technical reasons, slightly different for odd and even n. As the statistics improves (n grows), error distributions of the median radial angle values indeed approach a Gaussian and therefore least squares and ML fits become equivalent. Except for the two largest shower size intervals, results from both types of fits in fact differ by less than 0.005 in Λ and its error. By simulations, the ML fits were checked to have no significant bias for our data even if including core distance bins with only six muons. Such simulationsusing one set of simulated angular distributions and the experimentally measured numbers of muons in each distance bin -were also used to verify the experimental statistical errors of our Λ values (see figure 6 ). That procedure also showed that in the largest shower size interval a least squares fit is less accurate than the applied maximum likelihood fit. Statistical errors of the air-shower simulations were estimated by comparing results obtained with separate subsets of the simulated showers.
It turns out that Λ is a good measure of ln A , in particular for realistic mixed compositions like those from direct measurements of the JACEE collaboration [16] above 45 TeV and above 370 TeV. In the following, these compositions will be referred to as J45 and J370, respectively. In fact,
holds with good accuracy for mixed compositions (see figure 7) , as long as the composition does not change substantially within a factor of 2 in energy and the spectrum slope is near −2.7. For this reason we can define lnÃ = Λ ln 56 (4) to remind of the above relation ( lnÃ ≈ ln A ). There are two notable deviations visible in figure 7 . Pure elements between protons and iron are all a bit above the corresponding value of ln A / ln 56 but slightly falling with shower size as the shower maximum for proton showers is approaching the HEGRA altitude of 2200 m. In the extreme case of a composition made up of only protons and iron, Λ is below ln A / ln 56 for the smaller showers and is rising to the expected value as the difference in energy of proton and iron showers with the same size N e changes from a factor of 3 to a factor of 2 (see table 1 ). For realistic mixed compositions both effects cancel remarkably well over the whole range of shower sizes.
For evaluation of experimental Λ values a fixed range of core distances should be preferred where measurements are of good quality over the whole range of shower sizes. Because of the CRT electronics saturation when the detector is hit by more than some 10-20 charged particles (and track reconstruction starting to deteriorate already before that), core distances of less than 80 m were ignored. Note that for the largest size interval we see some saturation up to about 100 m core distance. Punch-through electrons are of no concern for CRT detectors at these large core distances. Occasional non-shower muons are negligible at even the largest core distances and small showers [12] . In the following, results were obtained from data in the 80-280 m core distance range. Reasonable variations of the distance limits (e.g. 100-250 m) give consistent results. Only in the size interval 5 × 10 5 < N e < 1.5 × 10 6 there was any noticeable dependence on the lower limit of the distance range -which is consistent with a statistical fluctuation but could be an artefact of detector saturation -and this variation has been included Figure 6 : Histograms of resulting Λ values in large numbers of simulated measurements for shower size intervals 5×10 5 < N e < 1.5×10 6 (top) and 1.5×10 6 < N e < 5×10 6 (bottom). In each core distance interval the same number of muons as in the experimental data was randomly selected from simulations for a J370 composition and the same procedures for calculating medians and the same maximumlikelihood fits were applied as to experimental data. The σ values of the fitted Gaussians correspond to the statistical errors of the measurements.
into the statistical error estimates.
Resulting Λ values for the data from figure 4 depend slightly on the interaction model used for the simulations. Figure 8 and table 2 show results with respect to the VENUS/GHEISHA and the DPM/Isobar model simulations above/below energies of 80 GeV. For both choices of models there is good agreement of our results with direct measurements of JACEE [16, 17] , in absolute numbers as well as in the rise of Λ with shower size or energy. Statistical errors for Λ were checked by simulations given the measured numbers of muons in each distance bin.
In addition to the statistical errors shown in figure 8 there are several sources of systematic errors. These are either independent of the shower size, like the calibration of detector alignments (0.06) or only very weakly depending on shower size, [16, 17] are superimposed at the respective typical shower sizes (best matching for helium and medium heavy nuclei, see table 1 ). The box heights represent quoted statistical errors.
like the relation of shower sizes in equation 1 (0.03 overall plus 0.015 log 10 (N e /3× 10 4 ) size dependent). The systematic error related to the interaction model is estimated as 0.05 (see figure 8 ) and might depend weakly on shower size. The overall systematic error of Λ is thus estimated as 0.08 (common to all size intervals) and the error of dΛ/d log 10 (N e /3 × 10 4 ) as 0.025. Considering these errors, the agreement with JACEE is remarkably good.
Interpretation
Any interpretation of composition measurements should also take the available data on the overall cosmic-ray flux into account. A particularly simple model of the cosmic-ray composition is to assume that there is only one universal type of Galactic cosmic-ray sources and the acceleration time scales as well as the propagation are then only functions of the rigidity R = pc/Ze (p being the momentum).
It is well known that such a simple model cannot be matched very well to the older Akeno measurements [22] where the knee appears almost as a single kink in the flux spectrum. The newer Tibet array measurements [23] with a gradual steepening of the spectrum are much closer to expectations for a minimal model but still the steepening of the spectrum has to happen within less than about half a decade of rigidity. A minimal composition model would be to assume a sudden kink of each component at a given rigidity. Such a simple model is consistent with our composition data alone (for R knee ≈ 100 TV, see model 2 in figure 11 ) or with the flux data of JACEE and the Tibet array [23] alone (for R knee ≈ 500 TV, see model 1 in figure 9 ) but could not be tuned to be consistent with both our composition data and the available flux data. This inconsistency is even more severe if the Akeno flux spectrum [22] is assumed. Such a simple model is also inconsistent with JACEE composition measurements finding a harder spectrum for the CNO and iron groups of nuclei than for protons and helium near 100 TeV. Although it is usually believed that there is a transition to another dominant source type at the knee, neither are the JACEE data precise enough nor is our measurement of ln A sufficient to conclude that such a transition is already seen. If there is a cutoff in the spectrum of one source component (presumably supernova remnants) and a transition to an entirely different one, it is understandable that cutoff and transition should happen at about the same energy but it remains very puzzling that both components should add up to form the knee. Why should the second component not extend with its E −3 spectrum to lower energies but just set on at the same energy and with the same flux where the first component cuts off. Assuming there is a transition at the knee, then the second component has a heavier composition but -based on the JACEE data and our ln A -not only consisting of iron group nuclei.
Without firm physical models of the cutoff of a first and the onset of a second component there are too many free parameters for reasonable checks. It is perhaps more illustrating to see how an extrapolation of JACEE measurements combined with a rigidity dependent knee compares with composition and flux data. Starting with a composition in the 55-116 TeV energy range and spectral indices of the five groups of nuclei as measured by JACEE [17] , there are just two parameters in such models: the rigidity of the knee for each element and either the slope change at the knee or a common spectral index above the knee. Figure 10 shows such models fitting the Tibet array [23] and other flux measurements. The knee rigidity for such models is about 200 TV. Figure 11 shows that both such models are consistent with our composition measurements.
Conclusions
With the measurements of muon track angles in extensive air showers it is possible to obtain an 'average mass' parameter Λ of the cosmic-ray chemical composition in the 10 14 -10 16 eV energy range with Λ ≈ ln A / ln 56. The bias of air-shower : Fluxes scaled by energy E 2.5 of model compositions with a simple knee at fixed rigidity. Model 1: slope -2.57 below the knee rigidity of 500 TV and -3.04 above. Model 2: slope -2.7 below 100 TV and -3.05 above. Models are normalized to Tibet array measurements (for their HD1 model) [23] at 1 PeV. Also shown for comparison are flux measurements of the Proton [24] , JACEE [17] and Akeno [22] experiments. Note that differences of the order of 30% between absolute flux scales by different experiments are consistent with their estimated energy scale errors. The analysis of the median radial angles of muons in the CRT/HEGRA data set shows an increase of ln A in the 10 14 -10 15 eV which agrees very well with the highest energy direct measurements made by the JACEE collaboration. A combined analysis of the CRT/HEGRA composition data and cosmic-ray flux data of several experiments shows that a minimal composition model with a simple knee at a fixed rigidity can only be matched to either the composition or the flux data but not simultaneously to both. Although it may be too early to conclude that the transition to a second type of Galactic cosmic-ray sources is seen, the composition of cosmic-rays from a possible second type of sources should be heavier than what is measured well below the knee but not made up entirely of heavy nuclei. At the present level of accuracy of both composition and flux measurements an extrapolation of direct composition measurements with the additional constraint of a kink at a fixed rigidity of about 200 TV can describe the flux and composition measurements.
With the additional available data covering about half a year of combined CRT and HEGRA data taking (a four-fold of present statistics) the statistical errors even in our largest shower size interval would be well below present systematic uncertainties of the shower simulations. An extension to substantially larger shower sizes, however, would be difficult with the present installation because both CRTs and HEGRA would be affected by detector saturation.
